
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Winton Jockey Club at Ascot Park 
Date: Sunday, 8 October 2023 
Weather: Overcast 

Track: Heavy 8 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chair), R Haley, V Munro 
Vet: A Wezenbeek BVSc 
Op Support: B Gutsell 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 7 R Jaun GO LOTTE 
Careless riding 225 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 9/10-15/10, 4 days 

Fines: Race 8 P Corbett ALBY PARK 
Late declaration of rider [Rule 537(a)] $50 – Minor Infringement Schedule 

Warnings: Race 8 B Murray SHEJENGAR 
Shifting ground 100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 
 
Race 
 
Race 

2 
 
3 
 
4 

FAME SHINES 
Veterinary Clearance required 
HIDALGO 
Must trial to Stewards satisfaction 
WAIHOAKA 
Warned competitiveness 

Follow Up: Race 7 RIVIERA ROCK 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Race 4 MISS FIREHAWK 
2.43pm by Order of Stewards (rider injured) 

Medical Certificates: Received from S Muniandy 

Swabbing: CALL ME AL, FAME SHINES, CAPTAIN OUMUAMUA, OUR FLASH HARRY, IN DISGUISE, 
WILLIAM JOHN, REDFORD, CANDIDATE 

 

GENERAL 

Nothing to report 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Nothing to report 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 COMMERCIAL HOTEL WINTON & H.E.N BATT & SON MAIDEN 1600m 

AYAPPAN (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
MIA ROSSI (B Rogerson) - Slow to begin. 
 



THE RED KRACKEN (K Kwo) - Slow to begin. Briefly held up rounding the final bend.  
 
KEEP IT LOOSE (B Murray) - Raced three-wide without cover in the early stages before improving forward to sit 
outside the leader.  
 
WILD JAKKAL (C Campbell) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home, gaining clear racing room 
inside the final 200 metres.  
 

Race 2 FARMERS DIPPING & FLASH AGI 1600m 

GABBY DIAZ (A Balloo) - Began awkwardly losing ground. When asked to comment on the performance rider was of 
the opinion the mare was looking for further distance.  
 
TIGER FIRE (E Nicholas) - Slow to begin. Raced wide without cover through the early and middle stages. 
 
SO MUCH MOUR (R Jaun) - Raced keenly through the early to middle stages. 
 
INDUSTRIALIST (T Comignaghi) - Held up for a distance passing the 400 metres. 
 
FAME SHINES (K Mudhoo) - Observed to be lame following the race. A subsequent Veterinary examination confirmed 

the gelding to be lame in the right front shoulder. Connections were advised a Veterinary clearance would be 

required prior to FAME SHINES racing next. 

 

Race 3 NUDD DAGG & TRAVELLERS REST TAVERN 2200m 

PINHEAD (R Jaun) - Slow to begin and was further hampered when shifting outwards on to the heels of the runner in 
front shortly after the start. 
 
HALLELUJAH BROTHER (K Kwo) - Over-raced in the early stages having to be steadied off heels near the 1900 metres, 
then improved wide from the 1800 metres to sit outside the leader passing the 1400 metres. Rider reported that the 
gelding had pulled hard through the early and middle stages and had also been difficult to steer. 
 
HIDALGO (C Campbell) - Lay outwards throughout the running proving a difficult ride and had to be continually 

straightened rounding the final bend losing momentum. Rider C Campbell reported that the gelding had hung 

throughout and particularly badly on the final bend. Stewards ordered a post-race Veterinary examination which 

revealed no abnormalities. Connections were advised the gelding was stood down to complete a trial to the 

satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to resuming. 

 
CARLOS (B May) - Had to shift outwards across heels passing the 250 metres to find clear racing room. 
 

Race 4 SINCLAIR TRANSPORT & ADVANCE AGRICULTURE MAIDEN 1200m 

MISS FIREHAWK (K Williams) - Rider K Williams received a minor injury to her right eye after the mare threw its head 
in the air while parading in the birdcage making contact with Miss Williams face area. Miss Williams was attended to 
by the on-course Paramedics and stood down for this race, necessitating in MISS FIREHAWK being declared a late 
scratching at 2.43pm. After a follow up examination Miss Williams was cleared to fulfil her remaining riding 
engagement today.  
 
POMALO (S Wynne) - Shifted out abruptly at the start crowding outside runners.  
 
HAZEL MAY (B Rogerson) - Slow to begin.  
 



HUGS (B May) - Slow to begin. When asked to comment on the performance the rider advised that after being slow to 

begin the mare had found the line well adding he was not disappointed with the first up run in the South Island.  

 
QUICK TAP (K Kwo) - Crowded at the start. 
 
SAVIOUR (L Callaway) - Crowded at the start and forced outwards across heels having to be steadied, losing ground.  
 
WAIHOAKA (S Toolooa) - Crowded at the start. Under pressure passing the 800 metres eventually finishing in a 
distant last placing. Stewards ordered a post-race Veterinary examination which revealed no significant 
abnormalities. Trainer M Forde was advised the mare would be placed on a racing manners warning for its 
competitiveness with Mr Forde advising Stewards he would be making gear changes prior to WAIHOAKA racing next. 
 
PHILOTE (B Murray) - Raced wide without cover in the early stages. 
 
DAVID MOSS (K Mudhoo) - Briefly steadied to avoid the heels of SAVIOUR (L Callaway) which shifted out passing the 
200 metres. L Callaway was advised to exercise greater care. 
 

TIKKI (R Mudhoo) - When asked to comment on the performance rider advised that the mare would derive 

considerable benefit from its first up run. 

 
L Callaway (SAVIOUR) - Spoken to regarding his whip action over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 5 COUNTRY JEWEL & AON INSURANCE 1200m 

ARCEUS (R Jaun) - Very fractious in its stall prior to the start. Held up passing the 200 metres and was unable to 
obtain clear running when crowded for room by SHAZZA (B May) which shifted out under pressure before being 
straightened by its rider. B May was advised to exercise greater care.  
 
VANITY (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
LEICA STAR (S Toolooa) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
RADIANT ROSIE (B Rogerson) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
KID ROC (C Campbell) - Had some difficulty obtaining clear running rounding the final bend and in the run home, only 
gaining clear racing room inside the final 100 metres.  
 
BARI (E Nicholas) - When asked to comment on the performance of a favoured runner the rider advised that after 
getting back in the field from a widish draw the gelding had found the line well over the concluding stages and would 
take natural benefit from today’s first up run. 
 

Race 6 RYAL BUSH TRANSPORT & WINDSOR NEW WORLD MAIDEN 1400m 

BETH DUTTON (E Nicholas) - Shifted in abruptly at the start making heavy contact with MONTE KHAN, becoming 
briefly unbalanced and losing ground. When making the bend near the 500 metres shifted into a marginal run 
between GHIBLI and MRS LAWRENCE with MRS LAWRENCE then being dictated inwards by GRECIAN CHARM, which 
was laying inwards despite the efforts of its rider, resulting in BETH DUTTON having to restrained away from heels 
and when being restrained, shifted out and hampered DISMISS.  
 
MONTE KHAN (D Bothamley) - Contacted at the start. Held up rounding the final bend. 
 
MRS LAWRENCE (L Callaway) - Slow to begin. 
 



ICE COLD GOLD (S Toolooa) - After initially being slow to begin was ridden forward with urgency to lead. Stewards 
spoke to rider S Toolooa regarding this who advised that his instructions had been to lead and let the horse roll along 
at its own pace even if establishing a clear lead, which he had done, however he was soon under pressure passing the 
600 metres and was quickly beaten. Stewards noted Mr Toolooa’s explanation. 
 
GRECIAN CHARM (K Kwo) – Lay inwards on the bend near the 500 metres.  
 
DISMISS (R Mudhoo) - Hampered near the 500 metres. 
 

Race 7 WASHRITE & HYDE LANDSCAPING WINTON CUP 1400m 

MR INTELLIGENCE (R Mudhoo) - Taken back from a wide draw to obtain cover shortly after the start. Clipped a heel 
and briefly blundered passing the 225 metres losing some momentum.  
 
SEA SHEPHERD (B Rogerson) - Raced keenly when leading through the early stages. Reported by its rider to have hung 
outwards during the running.  
 
CAPO DELL IMPERO (C Campbell) - Held up rounding the final bend. 
 
GO LOTTE (R Jaun) - Had to shift ground outwards passing the 200 metres to find clear racing room. 
 
RIVIERA ROCK (S Wynne) - When asked to comment on the performance the rider advised that the gelding had 
struggled to maintain contact with the field on a strong tempo in its first up run for eight months and had been very 
disappointing. A post-race Veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities. Stewards will follow up with 
connections in the coming days. 
 
R Jaun (GO LOTTE) - Admitted a charge of careless riding, assisted by Apprentice Mentor J Laking, in that he permitted 
GO LOTTE to shift ground outwards passing the 225 metres when not sufficiently clear of MR INTELLIGENCE which 
clipped a heel and briefly blundered. After hearing submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of 
Mr Jaun’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing today until the conclusion of racing on Sunday 15 
October, 4 national riding days. 
 

Race 8 AB LIME & TRENZ HOMES 1400m 

Trainer P Corbett (ALBY PARK) - Fined $50 under the Minor Infringement Schedule for failing to declare a rider by the 
required time. 
 
BELLANO (R Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly and shifted in crowding ZAC BLACK and was then restrained to obtain cover 

from the wide draw. Held up rounding the final bend. When spoken to regarding the performance of a favoured 

runner the rider reported that after getting back from a wide draw and being held up rounding the final bend the 

mare had found the line well and he was happy with the first up effort.  

 
AFTERNOONDELIGHT (L Callaway) - Shifted out at the start crowding outside runners. Raced keenly rounding the 

bend near the 850 metres having to be steadied away from heels.  

 
SCARLETT’S PROMISE (S Toolooa) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
ZAC BLACK (Y Atchamah) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
FIRE ‘N’ REIGN (K Kwo) - Under pressure passing the 500 metres and gave ground quickly from that point.  
 
ALBY PARK (B Rogerson) - Held up by a tiring runner for several strides passing the 400 metres.  



 
BAUBLE (S Muniandy) - Raced wide without cover throughout.  
 
SHEJENGAR (B Murray) - Shifted ground outwards under pressure passing the 100 metres.  
 
DARCEE QUE (E Nicholas) - Crowded and placed in restricted room passing the 100 metres when SHEJENGAR shifted 

out when looking for clear racing room.  

 
COSY NOOK (T Comignaghi) - Rider was of the opinion the gelding would take natural benefit from its first up run for 
a few months. 
 
B Murray (SHEJENGAR) - Issued with a warning after shifting ground outwards passing the 100 metres crowding 
DARCEE QUE which was placed in restricted room. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


